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Two years after historic stimulus drove stocks to record highs and 
investors towards speculative investments, the first half of 2022 
recorded some of the most extreme market moves on record. 
In the first quarter alone (1) global bonds recorded their worst 
drawdowns in history, (2) commodities—including oil—had one 
of the best starts to the year ever, (3) nickel prices swung so 
dramatically that the London Metal Exchange closed trading, (4) 
Meta, the parent company of Facebook, recorded the largest one-
day value drop in stock market history, and (5) Amazon recorded 
the largest-ever value gain in market history (the day after Meta 
plunged). 

Central banks have always struggled to fight inflation without 
triggering a recession; this delicate balance is a challenge most 
central banks, including the Federal Reserve (Fed), have historically 
failed to achieve. This year, our existing inflationary problems have 
been exacerbated by commodity supply disruptions (e.g., oil, gas, 
wheat, fertilizer) stemming from Russia’s invasion of Ukraine.  
Since 1955, there have been eight instances that mirror today’s 
economic environment, with wage inflation above 5 percent and 
unemployment below 4 percent. Within two years of each instance, 
the economy entered a recession (according to a recent National 
Bureau of Economic Research paper by Alex Domash and Larry 
Summers).

Recent historic stock returns—caused, in large part, by the wave 
of pandemic stimulus—have led investors to expect unrealistic 
returns. Stocks do go down in value! Though volatility in the 
first half of 2022 has reminded us of this notion, we may have 
forgotten what a gut-wrenching, sharp decline of assets and 
gradual, extended recovery truly feels like. A plummet and quick 
recovery—like what happened in 2020—is one thing, but a 
staggering drop and lengthy recovery a la the 2000 dot-com crash, 
when the market lost nearly half its value and took seven years to 
recover, is entirely another.

This newsletter’s goal is to prepare our clients for what likely lies 
ahead: a volatile market and a more typical, extended recovery. The 
cornerstone of the LBA strategy and philosophy, as you’ve heard 
many times before, is quality. Strong companies grow market share 
and strengthen operations during challenging economic periods. 
The importance of focusing on the long term, having confidence 
in our strategy, and holding onto stocks—even when they have 

declined in value—cannot be overstated. Investors who focus on 
the long term are rewarded, as we highlight in this newsletter.

Historically low taxes can be included in the long list of extremes 
we have experienced recently. For example, the estate tax 
exemption was $5,490,000 in 2017, yet stands at $12,060,000 
in 2022—more than double the 2017 figure. Given the 
unprecedented levels of government debt, we expect those rates 
to reverse a bit. With taxes (likely) on the rise, we provide a brief 
overview on trusts, along with some key considerations to help you 
evaluate those estate-planning vehicles.   

While there are numerous economic challenges that we face 
today, opportunities for investment and growth do exist. Broad 
forces linked to construction and demographics are contributing 
to a supply/demand housing imbalance—a disconnect that could 
support demand for home purchases despite a slowing economy 
and rising mortgage rates. And in the e-commerce industry, 
technology advancements are becoming a source of competitive 
differentiation, as valuable customer information has the potential 
to help retailers grow revenues and enhance profitability. These 
areas and others where we see innovation and steady demand 
will offer comfort in the tougher economic climate that likely lies 
ahead—one that, in truth, we have been avoiding for the last 
fourteen years.  We urge calm, confidence, and long-term focus as 
we navigate the volatile forthcoming times.

Diana B. Malcom 
President
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The Importance of Staying Invested
Investing Through Uncertainty

Figure 1: The Cost of Missing the Stock Market’s Best-Performing Days

Source: JP Morgan

So far, 2022 has been a challenging year for investors. US equities delivered the worst start to the year since 2009, US 
bonds suffered the worst first quarter since the Civil War, and inflation remains at the highest levels in roughly 40 years. 
Unsurprisingly, market sentiment is low. As the Fed continues its rate hike cycle and prepares to reduce its balance sheet 
(a.k.a. quantitative tightening, or QT), it’s easy to understand why so many are pessimistic. However, history has shown that 
it pays to be contrarian and to remain invested in times of uncertainty.

Over the past 20 years, the 10 best days—in 
terms of stock market performance—have 
produced 65 percent of all positive returns, 
and the 25 best days have produced nearly 
all of them (93 percent). Not surprisingly, 
these high-performing days often take place 
when investors least expect it. Over the last 
two decades, 24 of the 25 worst-performing 
days have occurred within one month of the 
market’s best days. (See Figure 1.)
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Focusing on Quality

When the economy slips into recession and market sentiment turns negative, all stocks fall indiscriminately. But quality 
companies—those with solid cashflows, strong balance sheets, steady and growing demand, and high return on invested 
capital—grow stronger during times of economic upheaval. Their strength allows them to gain market share as their 
competitors grow weaker. For investors, this means that the probability of generating positive returns increases the longer 
they stay invested. (See Figure 2.)

Figure 2: The Power of Staying Invested

Resisting the Urge to Act

Despite the evidence that suggests market-timing efforts 
are futile, most investors feel a relentless, innate pressure 
to do something. And the media—including 24/7 financial 
news outlets—only exacerbate this dynamic by focusing 
mostly on current or near-term market trends. These 
messages, which lure viewers and propel media revenues, 
push investors to act on short-term information even when 
those actions are not in their best interests.  While it may 
feel uncomfortable to watch the value of one’s portfolio 
decline during selloffs and periods of uncertainty, history 
has taught us that remaining invested in quality companies 
is the best approach.

Source: Black Rock
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E-Commerce Growth
The Rise of E-Commerce: Benefiting Consumers and Companies

The COVID-19 pandemic has changed our lives in many ways, from where we work to how we travel and shop. For the 
e-commerce industry specifically, the effects were extreme—the steady, incremental growth experienced for decades 
exploded as shoppers, stuck at home, became increasingly comfortable purchasing everyday items online. Over the last 
three years, the industry’s sales volume (in dollars) and market share (as a percent of the aggregate retail market) surged; 
eMarketer, a market research company, believes the pandemic advanced consumer adoption of e-commerce by as much 
as five years. 
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Figure 1: Annual E-Commerce Sales as a Percent of Total Retail Sales

Figure 2: Annual E-Commerce Retail Sales and Annual E-Commerce Sales Growth

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve, U.S. Census Bureau

A comparison of 2012 and 2021 e-commerce sales 
reflects the scale of the industry’s growth. In 2012, 
e-commerce sales totaled $231 billion (5 percent of 
total retail sales), while in 2021 e-commerce sales were 
$870 billion (13 percent of total retail sales). In 2020, 
as one would expect, e-commerce sales growth spiked, 
increasing 32 percent year-over-year; that impressive 
growth continued in 2021 with 14 percent year-over-year 
growth (see Figures 1 and 2). While a portion of 2020’s 

growth can be attributed to consumers avoiding brick-
and-mortar stores because of health concerns, most was 
the result of consumers’ awakening to e-commerce’s 
additional benefits, namely convenience, 24/7 availability, 
and competitive pricing. We believe e-commerce will 
continue to gain retail market share, despite a recent 
uptick in brick-and-mortar foot traffic, because of 
widespread retailer efforts to expand online and direct-to-
consumer ecosystems. 

1. Amazon

2. Walmart

3. eBay

4. Apple

5. Best Buy

6. Target

7. The Home Depot

8. Kroger

9. Costco

10. Wayfair

2021’s
Top 10 
Online 
Retailers

Source: eMarketer
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Nike (NKE)

Nike launched its Consumer Direct Offense strategy in 2017. The effort transformed 
the company’s business as it shifted focus away from Nike’s longstanding 
wholesale-retail model to a new direct-to-consumer model, Nike Direct. Nike Direct’s 
two channels are (1) branded brick-and-mortar stores and (2) Nike Digital (the Nike.
com website and several mobile apps). By fiscal year 2025, Nike Direct expects to 
contribute roughly 60 percent of Nike-brand sales, up from 40 percent in 2021, 
driven in part by Nike Digital, whose revenue has more than doubled in just two 
years to over $9 billion in 2021. Customers have embraced Nike Digital’s suite of 
apps, which include the Nike Training Club app, the Nike Run Club app, and the 
SNKRS mobile app. The company’s in-house e-commerce ecosystem enables it to 
monitor customer behavior and focus its product development efforts accordingly, 
boosting margins. In the most recent quarter—a challenging operating environment 
for most retailers—Nike’s margins grew because it captured higher selling prices 
from Nike Direct (rather than through wholesale-retailer) channels. We remain very 
optimistic about Nike’s future due to its digital ecosystem.

The Power of Direct

(Continued from page 5)  

Direct-to-consumer ecosystems (i.e., branded websites and apps) are powerful retail tools. They help companies (1) better 
manage expenses and improve margins, (2) sharpen inventory management, and (3) glean crucial insights into customer 
browsing and purchasing behaviors. Many of Lowell Blake’s companies began scaling their e-commerce and direct-to-
consumer businesses prior to the pandemic, which proved prescient. Below we highlight a few of these companies and 
detail how each has benefited from its e-commerce expansion efforts.

Nestlé (NSRGY)

Many products in Nestlé’s portfolio—especially its Nespresso and pet care 
offerings—are well suited for e-commerce, and e-commerce’s increasing 
contribution to total sales should continue; its share was 14 percent in 2021 and is 
projected to be 25 percent by 2025. Nestlé recognizes the opportunity it has within 
e-commerce and invests substantially in digital marketing. By collecting a range 
of consumer data points and using insights to enhance the customer experience, 
Nestlé estimates it can boost its add-to-cart rate by 30 percent. We expect 
digitization to be part of Nestlé’s long-term growth strategy and e-commerce to 
generate a substantial portion of the company’s revenue in the future.
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Alphabet (GOOGL)

We believe Alphabet’s advertising business will benefit as companies from all 
industries continue to develop their e-commerce businesses and devote more 
marketing resources to digital advertising. Alphabet is the market leader in online 
advertising, and we expect it to retain this dominant position. According to Statista, 
in 2021, Alphabet accounted for roughly 29 percent of all US digital advertising 
revenue, followed by Facebook (28 percent) and Amazon (11 percent). Alphabet 
generates revenue by selling advertising that appears in Google’s search results, 
in YouTube videos, and in other Google Networks products. It offers two advertising 
options: performance advertising and brand advertising. Performance advertising 
delivers simple, text-based ads which users click on to engage directly with the 
advertiser’s company, while brand advertising is designed to strengthen users’ 
awareness of and affinity for advertisers through videos and other media. We expect 
Alphabet’s advertising business, which generated more than 80 percent of company 
revenues in 2021, to grow as demand for digital advertising remains strong.

Keurig Dr Pepper (KDP) 

KDP recognized and acted upon the opportunity presented by e-commerce earlier 
than most. As a result, KDP’s e-commerce sales mix is roughly twice that of the 
average fast moving consumer goods (FMCG) company. Specifically, KDP’s coffee 
pod business is inherently e-commerce-friendly: pods are lightweight, easily shipped, 
used daily, and they have lengthy shelf lives. Customers are conditioned to order 
their pods on Keurig.com, and as a result approximately 70 percent of pod sales 
are subscription-based, providing KDP with stable, predictable revenue. To further 
drive customer engagement, KDP now offers brewers with BrewID, its new “smart 
technology” platform. BrewID enhances flavor by adjusting brew settings to match 
a pod’s recommendation; it also tracks pod consumption and automatically orders 
pod replacements when a customer’s stock is low. KDP’s ecosystem provides insight 
into customer coffee-drinking habits (e.g., rate of consumption, order frequency, 
flavor preferences). The system helps KDP manage inventory as well, by identifying 
which high-demand pods to stock. We believe KDP will continue to be a leader in the 
consumer staples e-commerce space, because its pod business is well aligned with 
this business model.
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Housing: Too Few and Too Old

Housing has been a topic of interest since 
the Great Financial Crisis (from 2007–
2009), when both home buying and 
home construction significantly slowed. 
In the years since, however, investment 
in new housing units has not matched 
the household formation rate, which 
has grown steadily, at roughly 1 percent 
annually, over time. (See Figure 1.)  As 
a result, we are left with a significant 
housing supply/demand imbalance today.

Figure 1: Year-Over-Year Total Household Growth and Total 
Housing Starts Growth Overlay

Source: St. Louis Federal Reserve, US Census Bureau

US Housing Market
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Housing Outlook

We do not expect the housing-unit shortfall to resolve in 
coming years for two reasons: we think it’s unlikely that 
(1) the rate of household formations will plummet (due to 
population trends) and (2) the rate of housing completions 
will spike (due to supply challenges). According to 
Realtor.com, were household formations to continue at 
the current 5-year average, the average rate of home 
completions would have to triple to close the gap in 5–6 
years. Put another way, to close the gap in 3–4 years, 
household formations would have to slow to 2015–16 
levels and the rate of housing starts would have to double. 
Neither of these scenarios appear likely. Compounding the 
supply challenges is current homeowners’ reluctance to 
move due to limited inventory. Instead of moving, these 
homeowners are investing in their existing homes. (The 
median home in the US is roughly 37 years old and is 
likely to require renovations or updates.)

Millenials’ Influence

Over the last two years, the gap between single-family 
construction units and household formations has 
widened by approximately 51 percent, from a shortfall 
of 3.8 million units in 2019 to 5.8 million units 2021. A 
driving force behind this increasing gap is millennials, 
who are forming new households at record rates—in 
2021 there were 1.5 million households formed in the 
US, whereas the average rate from 2012-2021 was 
less than 1 million per year. Millennials (individuals 
born between the mid-1980s and the mid-1990s) are 
currently the largest generation; until recently, this group 
had been more likely to rent, rather than purchase, a 
home. According to 2021 government housing surveys, 
there are 66 million millennials in the US, representing 
37 percent of home buyers.
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Graco (GGG)

Graco’s contractor segment offers professional-grade products that both 
contractors and do-it-yourself (DIY) homeowners can use. Within this segment, 
construction products (e.g., mortar, painting equipment, exterior coating) 
represented 48 percent of end-market sales. Roughly 40 percent of GGG’s 
revenue comes from high-margin parts and accessories prone to repeat 
purchase, like paint filters and strainers—products with a “razor and blade” 
business model. Professional contractors are willing to pay a premium for 
quality, durability, and the availability of parts, enabling GGG to raise its prices 
without damaging sales volume. We anticipate the increase in housing starts 
and DIY home improvement projects will fuel equipment, parts, and accessories 
sales, resulting in revenue, and cash flow growth for GGG.

Home Depot (HD)

Home Depot’s sales growth exploded during the pandemic as more people 
undertook home improvement projects to reconfigure spaces. While some will 
argue this demand surge will soon decelerate, a recent survey from Bank of 
America counters this belief: in the next twelve months, roughly 50 percent of 
respondents indicated their home improvement spending will stay the same, 
and 36 percent said it would either slightly or significantly increase. HD has 
been investing in its distribution facilities to better support its Pro customers—
professional renovators/remodelers, general contractors, and specialty 
tradesmen. Because of these investments, the company now can deliver 
large orders to its Pro customers’ job sites, enhancing loyalty and customer 
engagement. We believe heightened engagement will translate into higher sales 
and earnings growth in the future.

Housing Market

(Continued from page 9)

While these conditions will likely make purchasing a home more difficult and expensive for the consumer, we view the 
supply/demand imbalance and current homeowners’ investment in their homes as factors that will benefit our positions in 
Graco (GGG) and Home Depot (HD), allowing them to grow revenue, earnings and cash flows.
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America’s Energy Renaissance Continues
Russia’s invasion of Ukraine emphasized just how dependent the global economy is on Russian-produced commodities, 
including energy. Europe, which imports over 60 percent of its energy needs, is particularly reliant on Russia; the region 
receives roughly 40 percent of its natural gas supply from Russia alone. Though Europe has ambitious renewable energy 
goals, the continent’s energy transition will take time—its existing renewable infrastructure has proved inadequate 
and unreliable. Meanwhile, several European countries’ efforts to reduce nuclear-sourced power have exacerbated the 
continent’s energy supply challenges. (See Figure 1.)

Figure 1: Europe’s Energy Burden/GDP

Source: BlackRock Investment Institute & BP Statistical Review of World Energy, 2021.

Europe imports 
roughly 40 percent 
of its natural gas 

supply from Russia.
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Figure 2: European/UK Natural Gas Supply 

Source: (Top) US Energy Information Administration (EIA); (Bottom) S&P Global Commodity Insights

Figure 3: European Gas Reserves

America’s Energy Renaissance

(Continued from page 11)

Europe was vulnerable to energy supply disruptions well before Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. European natural gas 
inventories remained below historical averages for most of 2021 and remain significantly depressed in 2022. (See Figures 
2 & 3.) These industry dynamics have resulted in skyrocketing gas and electrical prices, which have added to widespread 
inflationary pressures.
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Natural gas is significantly more energy efficient 
than many alternatives and dramatically cleaner 
than coal, biomass, and oil. We view the US’s 
potential pivot to leading LNG exporter as a step 
forward—and essential—in the transition away 
from fossil fuels to a more sustainable future. LBA 
portfolio companies, including Enterprise Products 
and Conoco Phillips, are part of this transition.

Figure 4: US Natural Gas, Imports vs. Exports

US Poised to Become Leading LNG Exporter

Luckily for Europe, the United States remains in the midst of an energy renaissance. The US became the world’s largest 
producer of natural gas in 2011 and the largest producer of petroleum products in 2018. This US boom dramatically 
reversed the US’s role in international energy markets—in 2017, for the first time in decades, the US began exporting 
more natural gas than it imported. Since then, US liquified natural gas (LNG) exports have increased annually. (See Figure 
4.)  Exports have achieved record-breaking highs each month since December 2021, and forecasts from the US Energy 
Information Administration (EIA) suggest the US will become the largest exporter of LNG globally in coming months. With 
strong demand from developing economies in Asia and Europe—regions that need to find new sources for gas historically 
sourced from Russia—the US has an opportunity to expand exports.
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Irrevocable Trusts 
Overview and Key Attributes

Estate planning often includes the use of irrevocable trusts to remove assets from an individual’s taxable estate. There are 
many types of irrevocable trusts; this overview outlines the key characteristics of each. Prior to shifting assets from your 
estate into a trust, please ensure your lifetime financial needs will be met, because once an irrevocable trust is funded it 
cannot be altered.

At the highest level, there are three key steps to 
establishing a trust: (1) establishing a funding goal, (2) 
confirming beneficiaries, and (3) choosing a trust type. 
Once the funding goal has been set, the trust will need 
to outline goals for income distributions and designate 
final beneficiaries for the trust’s assets. Charitable 
giving goals should be incorporated at this time as 
well. Note that charities may serve as either “income 
beneficiaries” (receiving regular income distributions 
alone or alongside other charitable entities) or 
“remainder beneficiaries” (receiving distributions from 
funds left over after regular income distributions have 
been made). Both options have additional tax benefits.

Once beneficiaries are confirmed, grantors must choose 
which type of trust they want, annuity or Unitrust.  These 
options differ in the way they calculate the amount and 
duration of income distributions. An annuity trust pays 
beneficiaries a set amount annually, while a Unitrust 
distributes a fixed percentage of the trust’s fair market 
value each year. 

Please find a summary of charitable and grantor trust 
options on the next page. If you are interested in exploring 
trusts in further detail, please contact us. 

“Put not your 
trust in money, 

but put your 
money in trust.”

Oliver Wendell Holmes, Sr.
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Income from the trust is 
distributed to charitable 

beneficiaries.

Remaining assets are given to 
noncharitable beneficiaries. 

Grantors are eligible for an 
upfront charitable income tax 

deduction.

The trust is not tax exempt, but 
its value is based on the trust’s 

funding date and does not 
appreciate over time.

There are no required annual 
income payments.

Charitable Lead Trusts
CLT, CLAT, CLUT

The grantor retains interest from 
the trust for specific period.

The greater the retained interest 
is, the lower the (taxable) gift to 

the beneficiary will be.

If the grantor does not survive 
the trust terms, the trust 

property is returned to the 
grantor’s estate.

Grantor Trusts
GRIT, GRAT, GRUT

Income from the trust is 
distributed to noncharitable 

beneficiaries.

Remaining assets are given to 
charitable beneficiaries.

The trust provides an income 
stream for one’s spouse or 

heirs.

Estates should use low-cost 
stock to fund the trust, because 

the sale of trust assets is tax 
exempt.

Required distributions should be 
between 5 and 50 percent of 

the trust’s value.

Charitable 
Remainder Trusts

CRT, CRAT, CRUT

CRT / CRAT / CRUT CLT / CLAT / CLUT GRIT / GRAT / GRUT
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IMPORTANT DISCLOSURES 
This presentation is not an offer or a solicitation to buy or sell securities. The information 
contained in this presentation has been compiled from third party sources and is believed 
to be reliable; however, its accuracy is not guaranteed and should not be relied upon in any 
way, whatsoever. This presentation may not be construed as investment advice and does 
not give investment recommendations. Any opinion included in this report constitutes the 
judgment of Lowell Blake & Associates, Inc. (Lowell Blake) as of the date of this report, and 
is subject to change without notice.

Security Recommendations 
The investments presented are examples of the securities held, bought and/or sold 
in Lowell Blake strategies during the last 12 months. These investments may not be 
representative of the current or future investments of those strategies. You should not 
assume that investments in the securities identified in this presentation were or will be 
profitable. We will furnish, upon your request, a list of all securities purchased, sold or held 
in the strategies during the 12 months preceding the date of this presentation. It should 
not be assumed that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal 

the performance of securities identified in this presentation. Lowell Blake, or one or more 
of its officers or employees, may have a position in the securities presented, and may 
purchase or sell such securities from time to time. 

General Disclosures 
Additional information, including management fees and expenses, is provided on Lowell 
Blake’s Form ADV Part 2, available upon request. As with any investment strategy, there is 
potential for profit as well as the possibility of loss. Lowell Blake does not guarantee any 
minimum level of investment performance or the success of any portfolio or investment 
strategy. All investments involve risk (the amount of which may vary significantly) and 
investment recommendations will not always be profitable. The investment return and 
principal value of an investment will fluctuate so that an investor’s portfolio may be worth 
more or less than its original cost at any given time. The underlying holdings of any 
presented portfolio are not federally or FDIC-insured and are not deposits or obligations of, 
or guaranteed by, any financial institution. Past performance is not a guarantee of future 
results. Copyright © 2022, by Lowell Blake & Associates, Inc.

Lowell, Blake & Associates provides personalized financial services and support for individuals, families, nonprofits, and businesses.  
Reflections & Observations is our bi-annual newsletter to keep our clients and contacts in the know on new trends and valuable insight. 

We love to hear from you – we invite you to share with us your ideas and feedback at info@lowell-blake.com.

Central Bank P&Ls Are Hurting 

In the first quarter of 2022, the 10-year US Treasury 
Note’s performance was dismal—the seventh worst since 
the US Civil War (based on data compiled by Deutsche 
Bank’s Jim Reid). Many other US government debt se-
curities also fared poorly as the Fed—and other central 
banks—became increasingly hawkish (i.e., aggressive) 
in response to continued global inflationary pressures. 
Though unrealized losses on fixed income securities may 
concern investors, it is important to remember that at 
LBA we typically hold fixed income securities to maturity, 
at which point the face value (par value) of the bond is 
returned to investors. So, while it may be disconcerting to 
see a loss on a statement, it is very unlikely the loss will 
ever be realized. 

These dynamics also hold true for central banks, whose 
balance sheets have ballooned due to massive quantitative 

easing programs (i.e., when a central bank creates 
reserves to purchase government debt securities). For 
example, the Fed’s balance sheet has swelled to over 
$8.9 trillion and contains $8.5 trillion of US Treasury or 
mortgage-backed securities. As the Fed continues its rate 
hike cycle, these securities can continue to lose value, but 
if the Fed intends to hold the securities to maturity, the 
declines don’t really matter. 
 

Will P&Ls Impact Monetary Policy?

Recently, the Fed signaled it will likely begin a quantitative 
tightening (QT) cycle at its May 2022 meeting to reduce 
and normalize its balance sheet. There is ongoing debate 
over the implementation of the program—will the Fed sell 
securities or simply allow them to mature (i.e., “roll off” 
the balance sheet)? We question whether these unrealized 
losses will sway the Fed and ultimately impact future 
policy decisions.

Central Banks


